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I’ve really got to stop these five month breaks between reviewing shows.
The main story here is we’re a week from Survivor Series and two weeks
from December to Dismember. Yeah there was a week between PPVs and WWE
was still surprised when the ECW show bombed. Tonight we finalize some
plans for the Extreme Elimination Chamber match with RVD defending his
spot against Hardcore Holly. Let’s get to it.

We open with Heyman narrating a video on Lashley jumping Hardcore Holly
to take the last spot in the Extreme Elimination Chamber and taking Big
Show down.

In a special treat tonight, the Hardy Boys will reunite.

Matt Striker has his classroom set up in the ring and says that we don’t
have to wait for December to Dismember to see destruction. He compares
his time as a teacher to Lashley’s tour of duty in the military but gets
cut off by his opponent.

Bobby Lashley vs. Matt Striker

Lashley clears the classroom stuff out of the ring, including launching a
DESK over his head. I’m talking about one of the big desks, not a school
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desk. Striker finally comes into the ring and is tossed around like a
doll. A delayed vertical suplex sets up a spear and the Dominator ends
Striker quick.

We get a clip of Jeff retaining the IC Title over Johnny Nitro in a
ladder match last night.

Hardy Boys vs. Full Blooded Italians

Matt starts with Guido and cranks on the arm. It’s quickly off to the
banged up Jeff to stay on the arm. The Hardys take turns cranking on the
Italian’s limb before dropping Guido with a double back elbow. Tony
Mamaluke comes in, only to walk into the Spin Cycle to put him down as
well. Trinity, the Italians’ barely clothed manager, trips Jeff up to put
him in trouble for the first time.

Mamaluke and Guido drop a double elbow on Jeff for two and it’s the
Italians’ turn for some double teaming. Jeff finally fights up and hits a
double dropkick to set up the hot tag to Matt. House is cleaned and the
middle rope legdrop gets two on Guido. The Side Effect to Mamaluke sets
up a middle rope powerbomb/neckbreaker combo to kill him dead. Matt lays
Mamaluke out with the Twist and the Swanton is good for the pin.

Rating: C. Just a glorified squash here but there were a few dollars to
be made off a Hardys reunion run so I can’t blame them for taking a shot
here. The team still looked good together and were much more dangerous
given their singles success around this time. The Mamalukes could have
been any two guys and had the same result.

Heyman tells Van Dam that if he loses to Holly tonight, Holly gets his
Chamber spot.

CM Punk vs. Kevin Thorn



Punk tries a go behind but Thorn pounds him down with ease instead. CM
comes back with some kicks to the ribs, only to be dropped throat first
on the top rope for his efforts. A backbreaker gets two for Thorn and
it’s off to an early chinlock. Thorn transitions to a Boston crab as
Kelly Kelly comes out to cheer Punk on. The cheering works as Punk slips
through his legs and hooks the Anaconda Vice for the quick submission.

Post match Kelly celebrates with Punk but Ariel comes in for a catfight.
Punk makes the save and the good people stand tall. Mike Knox stares them
down from the ramp.

Here are Big Show and Heyman with something to say. Show talks about how
dangerous the Chamber is going to be while using words like barbaric and
brutality. He’s up against five challengers in the match but he likes his
odds. No one from Undertaker to Flair to Batista has been able to beat
him….and here’s Lashley. Bobby is ready to go but Show walks away, only
to slug Lashley down. He loads up the WMD but Lashley beats him to the
punch and sends him to the floor. Lashley wants to fight but Heyman holds
him back.

Video on the EVILS of the Chamber.

Rob Van Dam vs. Hardcore Holly

This is extreme rules and the winner goes to the Chamber. Before the
match, Test fires Holly up in the back in a pointless moment. Were they
running 15 seconds short or something? They slug it out to start with Rob
taking over and kicking Holly in the head. Rolling Thunder gets two on
Holly and Van Dam takes him to the floor for the spin kick to the back.
We take a break and come back with Rob catapulting Holly into the bottom
rope and hitting a spinwheel kick in the corner.

Rob stalks Holly but gets launched head first into a chair wedged between
the ropes during the break. Holly stomps the chair onto Rob’s face for
two and a hot shot onto the chair gets the same. Off to a chinlock for a



bit but Van Dam comes back with a Stunner over the top rope to put Holly
down. Van Dam tries to bring in another chair but Holly dropkicks him
right back to the floor. Back in again and Hardcore puts the chair over
Rob’s face for a guillotine legdrop, crushing Van Dam’s face.

Holly can’t follow up due to banging his leg on the chair and both guys
are down. It’s Holly up first and stealing the timekeeper’s belt to give
Rob a whooping. Van Dam knocks it out of his hands and kicks Holly in the
face to get himself a breather. They slug it out with Rob taking over
before superkicking Holly down.

A monkey flip sets up a top rope kick to the chest followed by the
skateboard chair shot to the face. Rolling Thunder onto the chair gets
two but Holly pelts the chair at Van Dam’s head to put him back down.
Holly gets crotched on the top and superplexed down onto the chair,
followed by the Five Star onto the chair for the pin.

Rating: C+. This started slow but got better in the end. As usual in ECW,
the heels being very weak make these matches hard to get into. I mean,
I’m supposed to believe Hardcore Holly is going to beat Rob Van Dam?
Anyway, Holly was trying and the weapon shots weren’t bad, but the guys
in the ring made it too hard to buy into.

Overall Rating: C. This wasn’t a bad show and they’re doing a good job of
setting up the Chamber. Sabu and Test were barely here at all and RVD and
Punk have their own stories going on instead of the Chamber, but Lashley
is a monster who could hang with Big Show. By this point it’s clear that
this is the WWE version of ECW instead of the original and thank goodness
for that.

Here’s Survivor Series if you’re interested:
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Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my
book on the History of Starrcade from Amazon for just $4 at:


